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Introduction 

My name is Angela Leersnyder, and I am a 24-year-old American student at Cardiff 

University in my second year of the MSc in Conservation Practice course. The degree 

incorporates experience on a wide range of organic and inorganic material, while I have a 

special interest on ancient objects for treatment. Prior to joining this course, I earned a BS in 

Chemistry with a minor in mathematics at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, 

VA, USA. After graduating in May 2020, I was awarded a fellowship at the US 

Environmental Protection Agency for a year before I decided to pursue my dream of 

conservation instead. I hope to continue expanding my range of experience and work towards 

accreditation and potentially pursue a PhD, dependent on future opportunities. My ideal 

position is in archaeological conservation. 

The Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship was introduced to me by a professor at the university 

who works with students to find placements that match our interests. I was determined to 

work with ancient Greek materials and after I was welcomed at The Institute for Aegean 

Prehistory Study Centre for East Crete (INSTAP), I needed to verify my finances before I 

fully accepted. I am grateful to the Trustees of the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship for 

supporting this placement. 

 

Disclaimer: All artifacts described and pictured are property of the Greek Ministry of Culture 

and INSTAP. Some objects may be unpublished at this time. Do not publish or reprint 

without permission from INSTAP. Thank you to the Ministry, Dr. Thomas Brogan, Kathy 

Hall, and the other staff at INSTAP for allowing me the opportunity to work on these pieces. 
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Study Trip 

I travelled to the INSTAP Study Centre in Pacheia Ammos, Crete for 8 weeks over the 

summer, from May 23rd to July 16th. This research centre has contributed much to the 

understanding and exploration of bronze age Minoan sites on the island including but not 

limited to Gournia, Mochlos, and Chryssi Island. My main tasks were at the study centre in 

Pacheia Ammos, applying treatment to a variety of objects from current and past excavations, 

like cups, jars, seal stones, metal nails, and a large pithos. Additionally, I was invited on site 

tours conducted by researchers at the centre, onto the dig site at Mochlos to work for a day, 

and to assist in taking a morphology sample on Chryssi Island as well. During my time I also 

explored the natural features of Crete like the Samaria Gorge hike, visited historical sites, and 

immersed myself in cultural showings of local music and dance.  

Figure 1: A map of Crete in relation to mainland Greece. 

©cdn.britannica.com/34/64734-004-BF7F4C1F.jpg 
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Cost 

The total cost was £1,447.03. I was awarded £1,200 by the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship, 

which was used for necessary accommodation, food, medication, and travel. I was able to 

find a much cheaper accommodation than expected and shared the space with the other 

intern. Additional funding came from savings and an unplanned stipend from Cardiff 

University. This covered the rest of the trip and my return flight that I did not include in this 

cost as I last minute had to return to the USA. 

 

Report 

INSTAP SCEC 

The INSTAP Study Centre for East Crete is in the Mirabello Bay in a town called Pacheia 

Ammos, on the North Coast of Eastern Crete. Crete, located about 200 miles south of 

mainland Greece, is the largest Greek island and home to many ancient and historical 

excavations. The location of the study centre is at the narrowest point of the island and 

therefore allows access to the south coast and much of the east coast with ease. While I 

worked in Pacheia Ammos, I was living in a small village called Vasiliki which was 2 miles 

Figure 2: The Mirabello Bay as seen from above the study centre. 
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south into the hills from the centre. I did have 

access to a bike which I used to explore the towns 

and run errands. All the small towns in this area are 

full of a vibrant cultural scene that is faithful to 

their heritage.  

INSTAP also celebrated 25 years of research this 

year which occurred while I was there. This was 

celebrated with a traditional Cretan feast with 

everyone from the centre and then followed by a 

two-day workshop. The workshop was titled 

“Protopalatial Pottery: Relative Chronology and 

Regional Differences in the Middle Bronze Age”. It was interesting to attend these talks over 

two days and I learned a lot more about the archaeological history of the objects I was 

treating. I had not been expecting this part, but it was a great additional educational 

experience on this placement.  

The Placement 

The INSTAP study centre also houses the William D.E. Coulson Conservation Laboratory, 

which is responsible for the treatment of finds from across many different research and 

excavation projects. In addition to treatment, research conservation is also done to analyse 

materials and contribute to the understanding of the artifacts. Many materials are found 

including ceramics, stone, metals, precious metals and gems, painted plaster, and rarely but 

possible, organics. As the centre houses all departments under the same roof, there are plenty 

of opportunities to be introduced to other research fields. 

Figure 3: A map of East Crete with Pacheia 

Ammos circled above Vasiliki. 

©west-crete.com/map-east-crete.htm, 2022 
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During my placement, the head conservator, Kathy Hall, was my main supervisor. She began 

by giving me a tour of the space and the materials that needed treatment while asking my 

goals and preferences so she could match them with artifacts that needed work. She also 

facilitated introductions to those leading other research projects like petrography, 

archaeobotany, researchers studying human remains, and sediment sorting. Matina Tzari, a 

conservation technician, was also an incredible help in displaying new skills and assisting in 

the treatment of large objects. One of my main aims overall was to gain more confidence in 

decision making and both Kathy and Matina supported that by forcing me to take treatments 

into my own hands and explaining my process to them prior to application.  

Figure 4: The view of the study centre from the conservation lab. 

Figure 5: The complete conservation team from left to right, Matina, Celine, Angela, and Kathy. 
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Projects 

My 8-week placement resulted in me 

working on 34 different items from 7 

different sites. The material of the 

artifacts was mostly ceramic, but also 

stone, seal stones/beads, bronze, and 

human bone. Some of these treatments 

were less time-consuming like cleaning 

ceramics and fixing small joins. I was 

asked to take x-rays of five human 

femurs for a researcher. One needed to 

be taken apart at a break to fit into the 

machine and then repaired with 15% 

Paraloid B-72 in acetone before going 

back into storage. I also reassembled 

different jars and jugs including a scored 

basin. I create impressions of seal stones 

after they were swabbed clean with 

water. This led to me assisting a 

researcher, Lauren Wilson, by creating a 

mould of an impressive double axe 

impression on a piece of pottery. 

Another interesting find were fish bones 

stuck in a concretion on pieces of a 

stone vessel. In order to  

Figure 6: A broken human femur prior to treatment and 

under X-ray. 

Figure 7: Cleaned potters mark with plasticine and 

silicon impressions. 
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Figure 8: A decorated jug with spout and handle before and after treatment. 

Figure 9: Post treatment images of a large, scored basin. 
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preserve these, the entire object was consolidated by immersion in 10% Paraloid B-72 in 

acetone and then dried in an acetone environment to avoid darkening the stone. The 

conservation lab at INSTAP works on many projects all at the same time, so I was able to 

undertake a multitude of different tasks over the 8 weeks I was there. Some of the other 

treatments were much larger and required preparation for many days prior to application. I 

would like to highlight three longer treatments in detail.      

Firstly, I want to discuss one item that I worked on from discovery to completion. A part of 

my desire to go on this placement was to see artifacts come from the ground and watch them 

through the treatment process. The other intern, Celine Wachsmuth, and I were assigned to 

Figure 10: Pieces of a stone vessel prior to treatment with fish bones stuck in the concretion. 

Figure 11: A seal stone after cleaning along with its impression. 
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sort pottery sherds recently excavated from Chryssi Island to find joins and potentially pieces 

of a vessel. As I began my search, I was lucky to find a join with a distinct drip decoration on 

the outside. This led me to find an almost complete ceramic jug with a handle and spout, light 

coloured, and decorated with black drip marks. Following treatment used for this site, I first 

Figure 12: A series of working images of the drip jar- sorting sherds and finding joins, drip jar before 

treatment, application of liquid latex as barrier for plaster fills, and jar post assembly. 
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cleaned the pieces using a baby soft toothbrush and water. After all pieces were fully dry, the 

edges were consolidated using 10% Paraloid B-72 in acetone and then reassembly began with 

30% Paraloid B-72 in acetone. The location of missing pieces made reassembly from the base 

difficult, so I put larger sections together and let them set before adding more stress to the 

joins. The lab uses fake aquarium sand rocks for drying joins as an alternative to sand, which 

sticks too much, and lentils, which can cause pest issues. After the pieces were assembled, I 

used dental wax to support where the fills were required. Liquid latex was painted on the 

edges of the fills as a barrier layer and the jar was then submerged in water prior to gap 

filling, so the application of the dental plaster did not cause unwanted staining.  The dental 

plaster mixed with water was then applied and shaped with pottery tools both before and after 

drying. Most sections were straight forward in filling however some were at such an angle 

that no wax could be used for support. For these I had to create the fill by building up plaster 

from the edges until the section was complete. Regrettably, this treatment started in my 7th 

week, and I was unable to perform the final inpainting of the plaster sections, but the overall 

treatment process was a success.      

Figure 13: Shaping plaster fills after application and then final jar prior to inpainting. 
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The next object I want to discuss 

was a large pithos from the site 

of Gaidourofas. This pithos was 

found in more than 165 pieces 

and every piece needed all edges 

mechanically cleaned prior to 

consolidation. As this was not 

my only object, it would have 

been impossible for me to 

complete this on my own. I was 

therefore assigned two 

undergraduate students a day for 

two weeks from a visiting field school to assist me with this responsibility. We used scalpels 

and soft toothbrushes to slowly remove dirt and brush the excess away. This gave me the 

experience of not only supervising others but learning to explain the treatment process to 

those that are generally not involved. After the pieces were clean, the edges were 

consolidated with 15% Paraloid B-72 in acetone. Finally, the reassembly began, which took 

me 4.5 days to complete. The adhesive used was cellulose nitrate, which may not have been 

my first choice but for this object, that was the adhesive strongly suggested at the centre and I 

came agree with that decision. It is strong, easy to work with during this reassembly, and 

soluble in acetone so small changes could be made if needed as I worked. I focused the 

reconstruction on completing one ring of the vessel at a time starting from the base and going 

up, so pieces would not be locked out. Cellulose nitrate was applied to an edge and then 

spread out using a bamboo stick to evenly coat the surface. Pieces were then pressed together 

for about 30 seconds. I would then use large rubber bands, tape, and a variety of clamps to 

Figure 14: Demonstrating how to clean the edges of the pithos to 

undergraduate students on field school. 
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wrap and secure the sections in place 

so they could fully dry. This did take 

some getting used to as the force 

required was much higher that I 

thought. This was by far the largest 

piece I had ever worked on, so it was a 

bit nerve wracking, but Matina was 

extremely helpful in making sure my 

supports were secure. The completion 

of the reassembly then led to gap 

filling, completed using Zakinthou 

soft plaster mixed with water and 

dental wax for support or in some 

Figure 15: The entire pithos displayed prior to reassembly. 

Figure 16: Reassembled pithos with plaster infills, left 

outside to dry in the sun. 
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sections no support as the plaster was built up from the edges. The vessel was then allowed to 

dry fully outside in the sun for a day before being painted. The paint used in the final step 

was mixed from water, a small amount of PVA wood glue as binder, and dry pigments. The 

colour of the vessel does change across the exterior, but the paint was not supposed to be 

invisible, just toned into the pithos. I was pleased with the outcome as this treatment 

challenged me and pushed me to use skills that I had learned in the classroom in a practical 

manner, on a scale I had never tried before.  

Figure 17: The completed pithos after all infills had been painted. 
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My placement also included a small research project on the making of silicon moulds of 

organic impressions. The evidence of organic material from these bronze age Minoan sites 

relies heavily on impressions left on inorganic materials. The best way to study the 

impressions without overhandling the artifacts is with a mould however the mould needs to 

reflect as much detail as possible so the weaving patterns and structures can be studied. This 

project was completed on a small scale so only one brand of silicon was used 

(MouldaSilS200 with liquid activator). The aim of the research project was to test 

intervention layers to determine the best outcome and least impact on the artifacts. The 

intervention layers tested were methyl cellulose, cyclododecane, a combination application of 

cyclododecane followed by methyl cellulose, and zinc foil.  

Initial testing was done on a high fired roof tile, but further testing was applied to low fired 

ceramics with organic impressions. Overall, for high detail impressions, methyl cellulose 

provided the best results, but it does leave a stain on low fired ceramics. The stain was 

Figure 18: Initial results, from left to right: Cyclododecane (THΛ), cyclododecane and methyl cellulose 

(27), control (10), methyl cellulose (237). 
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reduced overtime and could also be minimized using a poultice.  For slightly lower detailed 

results, zinc foil proved best, as it is a physical layer between the silicon and the surface, so 

no staining occurs.  

This project provided some interesting results, and I hope to expand upon the testing scheme 

in the future to produce more helpful conclusions so organic impressions can be reproduced 

and studied easily.  

 

Additional Conservation Activities 

While most of my placement was spent in the lab, I was invited on two external trips for 

experience. The first was to take a morphology sample on a site at Chryssi Island during my 

fourth day of placement. The archaeologist wanted to determine more information about the 

foundation of a room and had requested a sample of the layers to be taken. Kathy and I went 

to the island and spent the day carefully chiselling out two sections for sampling. To lift a 

piece while keeping the layers intact, plaster strips are applied as areas are revealed. Slowly a 

brick of dirt is extracted, completely covered in plaster so that it can be sent in one piece to a 

Figure 19: Secondary testing: Zinc foil mould (left), original material (centre), and methyl cellulose (right). 
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lab in Athens for testing. This was my first time doing a sample of this nature and 

additionally we ran into two problems. The first was that the ground was incredible hard and 

the second was the area I was sampling ended up having two large stones in it. By the time 

we found the stones, it was too late to remove them and therefore I had to incorporate them 

into the sample. This was a great experience of a skill I had never been introduced to 

beforehand that was unique to my placement. 

 

In my sixth week of placement, Celine and I were 

invited to excavate on Mochlos with the archaeology 

team. This was my first time ever being involved 

with excavation on a site and it was a great way of 

understanding more of the work and techniques that 

go into finding the objects we treat. I spent the day 

clearing a section with a team for an expansion of 

the excavation, which was tiring but satisfying work. 

We were also given a tour of the sites on the island 

including the Minoan mansions and living areas, the 

bronze age house tombs, and a Hellenistic site on 

Figure 20: On Chryssi Island, assisting in taking a morphology sample on site. A close-up of the rocks in 

my sample (right). 

Figure 21: On site at Mochlos excavation. 
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top of the island. Being a part of the excavation gave me a new insight on the importance of 

the research being performed at INSTAP and enhanced my personal understanding. 

Living on Crete 

I was able to use my weekends while on placement to travel around Crete and visit different 

archaeological sites, museums, and natural features. While for the first half of my placement I 

was by myself, the second half I lived with the other conservation intern, Celine from the 

UCLA MA program, and we explored together on our bikes. Also, I was invited by others at 

the centre on educational tours of sites that are more difficult to access without a car, so I was 

able to visit a lot more than I had planned as the cost of travel was significantly reduced. By 

the end of the 8 weeks, I had visited 13 historical and archaeological sites, gone to 4 

museums, attended a 2-day workshop on Protopalatial pottery, hiked the Samaria gorge, and 

enjoyed a traditional Cretan Glendi music festival and feast. Two thirds of the sites were 

places that we had objects in lab from so seeing the context in person was beneficial. 

Additionally, I spent 2.5 days in Athens prior to flying back that was full of museum and 

ancient site visits. The people of the village I was staying in were so welcoming in every 

aspect and I feel so grateful that I was able to immerse myself into the culture alongside the 

placement.    

Figure 23: Samaria Gorge Hike. 

 

Figure 22: Malia Palace Archaeological site. 
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Conclusion 

Every expectation I had for this internship was exceeded. This placement was truly one of the 

best experiences of my life and an incredible way to practice and improve as a conservator. 

The sheer number of objects that are moved through the study centre, each requiring its own 

treatment and documentation, was a challenge that I immediately had to meet. I learned many 

new skills for the sizes and materials of the pieces as well as new applications of old skills 

given the environment. Although INSTAP is a research centre so objects are generally not 

put on display in museums, a few items I interacted with may be added to local museums in 

the future. My time in Pacheia Ammos provided a lot of new practical experience on a range 

of materials, tested my logistical planning skills, challenged my problem-solving tactics, and 

opened my eyes to real world applications in a space where time has a major impact on 

treatment. I have gained confidence and a strong eagerness to continue exploring, which I 

will use as I continue the final year of my degree. My biggest piece of advice to someone 

Figure 24: Jewellery display at Heraklion 

Archaeological Museum. 

 

Figure 25: The Palace of Knossos. 
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undertaking a similar placement is to say yes to anything you can. Many of the unique 

experiences I had on this placement only came about because I asked or was offered to join 

something that I had no previous experience in but can now say that I do. A day at INSTAP is 

never the same as priorities and artifacts are always changing but the practical application of 

treatments in this setting was something that helped me grow immensely as a conservator. 
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